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2019 Season Overview
Over 5,000 people attended the 2019 season of Shakespeare by the Lakes
Performance

Location

Audience

Shakespeare Down the Pub
Thursday 14 February 2019

George Harcourt Inn

100

Friday 15 February 2019

Lanyon Homestead

200*

Thursday 21 February 2019

Tuggeranong Town Park

450

Friday 22 February 2019

Tuggeranong Town Park

550

Saturday 23 February 2019

Matinee Glebe Park, Civic

350

Evening Glebe Park, Civic

1,400

Sunday 24 February 2019

Patrick White Lawns, Barton

2,100

*Boutique, ticketed performance

2018 Season Overview
4,230 people attended the 2018 season of Shakespeare by the Lakes
Performance

Location

Audience

Wednesday 14 February 2018

Tuggeranong Town Park

780

Thursday 15 February 2018

Tuggeranong Town Park

670

Friday 16 February 2018

Glebe Park, Civic

1,850

Saturday 17 February 2018

QEII Park, Queanbeyan

930

About Lakespeare
LAKESPEARE
Lakespeare & Co is an independent theatre company created by Taimus WernerGibbings, Duncan Driver, Lexi Sekuless and Paul Leverenz. The company present a free
summer Shakespeare season called Shakespeare by the Lakes (SBTL), boutique events
such as Shakespeare Down the Pub as well as performing at corporate dinners and
presenting keynotes and workshops in Canberra and Sydney.

CREATIVES
Dr Duncan Driver is a Shakespeare Scholar and academic at the University of
Canberra and Lexi Sekuless is a trained Shakespearean actor and voice coach. Our
success to-date is not by accident. Under their tutelage we've adapted the
production model of New York's Shakespeare in the Park and train our actors to the
performance model and standard of London's Globe. This high level training occurs
with actors all around the world and enables the poetry and prose of Shakespeare to
be understood by audience members of all ages.

VITAL

THE VOICE WORK WAS OUTSTANDING
THROUGHOUT WITH A HIGHLY ACCOMPLISHED
CHORAL FINALE...THE CAST OF CONSUMMATE
PROFESSIONALS WERE LARGELY HOME
GROWN WITH SEVERAL HAVING STUDIED
THEIR CRAFT INTERNATIONALLY. IN POSTCENTENARY CANBERRA, A PROUD YET SELFEFFACING CULTURE IS EMERGING.
SIMONE PENKETHMAN, CANBERRA CITY
NEWS, FEBRUARY 2019

THIS IS NO MUSTY REVIVAL OF THE
BARD, BUT SHAKESPEAREAN
COMEDY AS IT WAS INTENDED TO
BE, A FUN-FILLED ENTERTAINMENT
FOR EVERY AGE.
PETER WILKINS, THE CANBERRA
TIMES, FEBRUARY 2019

Audience Comments
TUGGERANONG TOWN PARK
"Combination of classic Shakespeare in the great
outdoors, perfectly interpreted for a modern
audience, backed by the great anthem in love
songs: this is the little company that roared."
"The best cultural event in Canberra: it brings the
community together in a special way, brings
Shakespeare to the community in a most enjoyable
way. Top quality performances in wonderful,
relaxed outdoor settings. Canberra arts at their
best!"
"Even my 9 year old understood the storyline
(roughly) & how the characters were connected"

PATRICK WHITE LAWNS
"Solid, glorious chaos! This is
Shakespeare as Shakespeare
intended it."
"The Aussie wit and
contemporary and local
references made it much
more fun than most
Shakespeare performances"
"I really enjoyed relaxing on a
picnic rug and being so close
to the actors. It felt almost
felt like I was part of the
play!"

GLEBE PARK, CIVIC

LANYON HOMESTEAD

"It was very professional and really well run, for a
free event. It was engaging and I liked the little

"From the direction to the

interactions with the crowd throughout the

acting, staging, costumes,

performance. The costumes were so good too!"

logistics, dining options
Twelfth Night was a

"We felt included in the fun and drama of the play,

triumph."

complicit in the dupes and welcome by the cast. It
was so much fun to be so close and engaged in the

"A fun accessible theatre

action."

experience that left me with
a night to remember."

"Picnic and theatre with friends on the grass on a
beautiful night. You don’t need to be a Shakespeare

"Fantastic acting, really well

buff. Absolutely brilliant production!"

staged and the intimate
atmosphere was perfect. My

"It was performed magnificently! One of the most

three kids and their cousins

enjoyable and hilarious performances I have been to

were enthralled throughout."

in a long time."

YOURS

AS I JOIN THE THRONG OF DELIGHTED
AUDIENCE MEMBERS ... I CAN ONLY HOPE
THAT THIS REMARKABLE VENTURE WILL
CAPTURE THE IMAGINATION OF
CANBERRANS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT
AND FUTURE AUDIENCES WILL DELIGHT
IN A REGULAR SUMMER OF
SHAKESPEARE EVENT.
PETER WILKINS, CANBERRA CRITICS
CIRCLE, FEBRUARY 2018

Shakespeare by the Lakes
Our team has now completed two seasons of high-quality free Shakespeare
and provided events which appeal to all ages. We bring Shakespeare to those
who cannot otherwise afford it.
SBTL I in 2018 featured four performances of 'Much Ado About Nothing' and
played to over 4200 people in Canberra and Queanbeyan. SBTL II in 2019 was
an even greater success with more shows and even bigger crowds. Featuring
‘Twelfth Night’ the 2019 season culminated in performances to 1800
Canberrans in Glebe Park and over 2000 in front of the National Library of
Australia.
Our vision is to make our annual event of accessible, agile and high quality
theatre a permanent part of the ACT's summer events season. For the last two
years we have built corporate partnerships in order to sustain our seasons. And
with the aid of local government support over both years we have been able to
increase the number of shows.
We wish to foster the corporate relationships already created and expand our
offering to align with businesses in Canberra. Australia's Capital is maturing,
we have been rated one of the most liveable cities, and public art is a fantastic
avenue to connect with the pulse of a community and support its
development.

FREE

Media
This year Lakespeare reached an average audience of over 5700 people per week in
January and February 2019. In the same period the average daily interaction with posts
was over 200.

Lakespeare create media campaigns for our seasons and have achieved strong media
coverage for over two years now. Our website has a full media library on display.
Below are the outlets who cover our production news.

Sponsorship Packages
Lakespeare have many packages to meet your business requirements. Sit down and talk with us. Our
existing sponsors and partners can verify that we are great to work with!

There are benefits at all levels of sponsorship and we are open to tailoring packages within reason.
Super-hero sponsors and above have access to our creative house to develop something unique.
Finances are the only barrier to scheduling more shows in more varied locations. Your support can
help us to grow.

NAMING RIGHTS SPONSOR: $33,000+
[Three-year packages preferred]

Your support will add two fully-funded performances to our season, backed in a by an all-out
publicity campaign leading with your organisation’s name and logo. [Guaranteed season of 6-8 large
park shows].

Use our creative talents to generate the content which will give you the exposure, credit and
association that your company wants. As a naming rights sponsor you will be highlighted in every
SBTL communication, as well as receiving every SUPER-HERO benefit.

In addition, Lakespeare will setup a 3x3m VIP marquee for six guests at one performance. Food and
drink packages to be negotiated.

SUPERHERO SPONSOR: $12,000+
‘If there’s no SUPER-HERO, there’s no show.’

Your SUPER-HERO sponsorship will enable us to add one show to the SBTL season. As a SUPER-HERO,
your organisation will receive a CREATIVE package and you will:

- Be able to place large banners at performances for increased brand visibility
- Receive two dedicated Facebook posts promoting your brand
- Sponsor at least two pages in the e-Program (sponsor to provide large banner ad)
- Have your logo on DL handout at the events
- Receive 2 places at the after-show party on closing night
- Receive all other relevant HERO sponsor benefits

Three-year SUPER-HERO partnerships will include two large 2.8 m x 1.4m vinyl banners (sponsor to
provide artwork).

CREATIVE PACKAGE: $6,000+
Examples include:
- Creative in-show mention/product placement
designed by our team; or
- A short performance at your corporate event
(maximum 30 mins Shakespeare content); or
- A cast photoshoot at your place of business

Or talk to us about other ideas you might have!

HERO: $5000+

Our HERO sponsors will receive the following benefits:

- Dedicated space to setup a stand or stall of any kind at each event
- Sponsor identification and appreciation in open/closing speeches throughout entire season
- Platinum VIP reserved seating and food packages for 2 VIPs on one night
- Up to 20 Gold and Silver VIP reserved seating packages to wow additional guests with a great
night out! [across two nights, conditions apply]
- Logo on all season and show posters
- You will be the main sponsor of six Facebook posts (note that the naming rights sponsor will
also be mentioned)
- Sponsorship of one page of the e-program (sponsor to provide large banner ad)
- Tear-drop or similar banners can be placed at performances (sponsor to provide).

NOTE: HERO sponsors will pick up additional e-program coverage once SUPER-HERO allocations have
been met. Three year HERO sponsorship packages will come with one 1.4 x 2.8m vinyl banner
included (sponsor to provide the artwork).

PATRON: $2,500 - $5,000

Patron sponsors receive the following benefits:

- Poster, Eventbrite, Facebook, e-program, corflute acknowledgement
- You will be the main sponsor of two Facebook posts, be acknowledged in four posts, and we will
repost your posts about the event (we can work with you to develop these)
- Up to 10 Gold VIP Reserved seating packages for you to wow guests with a great night out! [one
night only, conditions apply]
- Two banner ads to go in the e-program
- Small tear-drop or similar banners can be placed at performances (sponsor to supply).

Patron sponsors will pick up additional Facebook coverage once HERO level and above allocations
have been met.

Patron sponsors who sign up to three year packages will receive one outdoor tear-drop banner
(sponsor to supply artwork).

OPENING NIGHT SPONSOR: $2,500 OR CLOSING NIGHT SPONSOR: $2,000
Special mention / reference on the night.
Reference on Eventbrite/Facebook Event listings.

SINGLE SHOW SPONSOR: $1,500
Special mention / reference on the night.

PART OF THE FAMILY: $1,000 – $2,499
Part of the family sponsors receive the following benefits:
- Poster, Eventbrite, Facebook, e-program, corflute acknowledgement
- Gold VIP Reserved seating for two at one show
- You will be acknowledged in at least four Facebook posts
- Tear-drop or similar banners can be placed at performances (sponsor to supply).
Part of the Family sponsors who sign up to three year packages will receive additional corflute
signage.

FRIEND OF THE SHOW: $500 – $999
Eventbrite, Facebook, e-program, poster acknowledgement.

Creative packages
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Lakespeare & Co. is a creative house. Together, let's think outside the box.
While we can discuss the obvious benefits such as signage, poster and social media
recognition, there are bigger, better and more creative opportunities a troupe of
actors can provide to any business. We can provide value both related and unrelated
to the event.
Do you need a brief performance at a corporate event? We can do sonnets or show
extracts to make your event more engaging. Do you need a small Facebook Ad to be
made (conditions apply) at a reduced rate? We can partner with you for our video
series or provide a director and crew for your own video series.

For SUPER-HERO sponsors and above we place your brand or image within the
actual show script. This means from day one of rehearsals you will have full cast and
crew workshopping your key messages for up to 4 weeks and these messages will be
fully incorporated within the production. The production team will liaise with you to
ensure the final product matches your needs.
Check out our sponsor case study or video series for examples, let us know what you
need and let’s get creating together.

Case Study

I was particularly appreciative that you
continued to find ways to boost the value
of our sponsorship both leading up to and
during the performances even after the
sponsorship agreement had been
reached. It was reassuring to know that
you never took our relationship for
granted.
Carol Sinclair, Director of Sales and
Marketing, Diplomat Hotel

BOLD
VITAL
FESTIVE
YOURS
& FREE

info@lakespeare.com

